OKDOGE
WHITEPAPER

DISCLAIMER
As the project evolves, this whitepaper may be subject to amendment at any time
without notice. Any future modiﬁcations will be posted on our website in this regard.
This document serves as a vision and should not be construed as a speciﬁcation. It
only does to help potential investors understand the OKDOGE initiative.

INTRODUCTION
The Whitepaper aims to educate readers on the OKDoge visions and the strategy in
an easy to understand way. In this whitepaper, we will illustrate our project in details.
We are excited to share the OKDoge ecosystem with everyone and showcase that
how will it beneﬁt our holders and the community as a whole.
Now, let’s the dream begin!

ABSTRACT
WHAT IS OKDoge?
The brightness gem of a metaverse in 2022 — OKDOGE.
OKDOGE is the ﬁrst cross-chain and blockchain-agnostic NFT platform.
OKDOGE is a completely community-driven project, it is an aggregator of all NFT
marketplaces and host the complete NFT lifecycle, allowing anyone to seamlessly create, buy,
sell, swap and farm NFTs across different blockchains.

ABSTRACT
BIG DREAM, BIG TEAM!
OKDOGE dream is to develop it’s own NFT & Gameﬁ, and soon it will be the be the leading
DOGE in the OEC chain! The goal now is to break through 10,000 OKT Pool!
Besides, OKDOGE have gather the best team in the world. The OKDOGE team are build with a
bunch of people that have various experiences in the crypto market. We recruited the
marketing team who work for multiple projects and also community leaders of various quality
crypto groups. The team only share one goal together, which is to grow OKDOGE and become
the brightness gem in OKC Chain.

OKDoge VALUES
INTEGRITY
We encourage open communication and
believe that trust, openness, and
community are the fundamental
principles of long-term success.

TRUST
The value of trust in the cryptocurrency
market cannot be overstated. This
includes complete transparency in
community and development and
security initiatives. We will ensure we do
our best in gaining the trust of our
community and investors.

VISIONARY
Diamond Star has decided to stay for the
long term. The decentralised community
supports and implements long-term
ecosystem and foundation development
to drive practical use cases.

UNITY
We believe that we are only as strong as
our collective efforts. Diamond Star
hopes to bring people from all over the
world into his community. Several
telegram channels serve our global
communities.

$OKDoge
The mechanism
OKDOGE have a total supply of 1,000,000,000,000，and the tokenomics with 10% tax. 4% of the
tax will be used for JF Bonus back to the community members who hold our tokens. 4% will be
used for top tier marketing strategies and project development, while the other 2% will put
back into our LP and burn.
The project smart contract and the mechanism is currently under audit by the well-known
audit ﬁrm in the crypto market. We are conﬁdent that with our professional team and also
mechanism, we will be able to pass the strict audit criteria with a ﬂying colors, and give
conﬁdence to our investors. OKDOGE liquidity pool have been locked for a long time too, it
prove that the project is not a short term project but it have a bigger dream to work in longer
time.

TOKENOMICS
The OKDoge Tokenomics
CHAIN: OKX CHAIN
🔥 2% Burn
💰 4% JF Bonus to Holders
🌟 4% Marketing
🥩 Listing: pancakeswap
📔 Contract:
0x01636e0e477ba771f3b45e0bd11600bbaf402fae
📈 Total supply: 1,000,000,000,000

NFTs
We are an aggregator of all NFT marketplaces and host the complete NFT lifecycle,
allowing anyone to seamlessly create, buy, sell, swap and farm NFTs across different
blockchains.

✅Unique NFT with various looks
✅Rare with limited amount
✅Mint your own OKDoge NFT
✅Adorable & attractive!
✅Everyone can buy/sell the NFTs in marketplaces
✅Beneﬁts for OKDoge NFTs holders!

SAFETY & SECURITY
In order to make our community and investors safe, we have done the following:
✔ Locked LP tokens
The liquidity pool of OKDoge have been locked.This is an anti-rug pull measure and a trusted
3rd party will hold the lock contract and act as a middle man for the locked liquidity.
✔ Audit
The contract of OKDoge have been audited by a trusted third-party -- TechAudit. You may
ﬁnd the audit report below and in the audit, it have prove that OKDoge smart contract is safe
and secure and passed with a ﬂying color.

—CLICK HERE FOR AUDIT REPORT—

Tutorial Video
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FOLLOW US!
@OKDogeOEC

@OKDogeEN

@OKDogeCN

